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A little about condensed & expanded design formats:- 
 All Data 7 EDS digitised designs are in, what is called a “Quick Condensed Format” where only the outline of a design 
is recorded or digitised.   
 
Condensed formats make it easy to edit designs (see tutorial on editing Condensed Designs & Editing Expanded 
designs). 
 
Embroidery machines cannot use condensed designs as they need to know every stitch so we have to convert it to an 
expanded format first before we can export it to your embroidery machines native format or compatible format it 
can read for which the Data 7 EDS exports to about 20 listed at the end of this tutorial. 
 
 
Step 1:  
To start, open the Data 7 EDS system. 
 
Step 2:  
Now we need to load a previously digitised design to convert it to expanded format for your embroidery machine. 
 
We can do this 2 ways;  through the menu system “Load Design”, “Data 7 Quick Condensed” or using the icon shown 
below 
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Then simply choose your design from the “Design gallery”, shown below, by clicking on the icon and clicking OK.  
Double clicking on the icon will also load the design without the need to click OK. 

 
 
For this example we’ll use the test design we used to create columns.  Later tutorials will show actual designs 
digitised from images scanned or loaded.  See the “How to digitised using images tutorial” 
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Now our design is loaded as shown below:-  
 

 
 
Step 3: Save design as expanded 
Now we have our digitised or condensed design loaded (you’ll note the condensed stitch points highlighted as black 
crosses) we need to save it as an expanded design before we can export to a machine format.  We can do this 2 
ways.  Firstly using the menu system as follows: “File”, “Save Expanded As”, shown below or using the “Save 

Expanded As” icon . 
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Once saved as expanded, the condensed design is unloaded and is replaced with the expanded version you just 
saved.  The condensed version still remains as condensed saved on your drive to use later if needed for editing etc… 
See the “Editing condensed designs tutorial” 
 
Step 4: (Exporting designs to machine formats) 
Having created our “Quick Expanded Design” we are now ready to export it to one of the 20 or so support 
embroidery machine formats (listed at the end of this tutorial) 
 
There are several ways to export our expanded design which are:- 
 

1. Using the Menu system shown below:- 

 
2. Menu shortcut “F11” 
3. Toolbar Icon 

 
4. Export direct from screen.  To activate, simply right mouse click anywhere on the canvas to see the content 

menu as show below and select “Export Loaded Design” 

 
 
For options 1, 2 or 3 you’ll be prompted to choose the expanded design you want to export as the dialog box 
shows below.  Simply choose the design to export 
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If option 4 is used then there is no need to choose a design as the design loaded will be exported. 
 
Once your design is chosen you’ll see the “Export Design” dialog screen appear as shown below:- 
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The above dialog screen allows you to choose what embroidery machine format to export to, where to save it and 
what name to call it. 
 
Simply use the “Designs Location” browser to choose where you want to save the design 

 
Use the “Format filter”, shown below, to choose which format you want to export to. 

 
 
Enter the file name in the “File Name” box that you want to call your design.  
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Once all above is selected simply click the “Process” or “Save” icon.  
 
In this example I’ll use the file name “Columns Design” and save as a Compucon’s “XXX” format.  The results are 
shown below:- 

 
 
Once done simply click the “Exit” icon shown above to return to the Data 7 EDS system. 
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Compatible formats for the Data 7 EDS:- 
1. Data 7 Quick Expanded .QEP 
2. Barudan DOS .U01 
3. Babylock, Bernina, Brother .PES-     
4. Compucon .XXX 
5. Elna .EMD 
6. Generations .VST 
7. Happy .TAP 
8. Janome .JEF 
9. Janome .SEW 
10. Melco .EXP 
11. Pfaff .KSM 
12. Pfaff .PCS 
13. Pfaff .PCM 
14. Tajima .DSB (Barudan stitch data) 
15. Tajima .DST (Eltac stitch data) 
16. Tajima .DSZ (Fortron stitch data) 
17. Toyota .10O 
18. Wilcom Barudan .T03 (Barudan stitch data) 
19. Wilcom Tajima .T01 (Eltac stitch data) 
20. Wilcom Zangs .T04 (Fortron stitch data) 
21. Wilcom ZSK .T05 (Fortron stitch data) 

 


